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a shopkeeper, an army colonel and an airplane pilot appear out of the cyclone and lead nathan to
their lairs. each are out for revenge on spencer as the bionic commando, and each asks him to

retrieve their plans for destroying bioreign's base. spencer retrieves a key to another place where
he is told he would be able to collect the carrion device - a bomb that he would need to use in the
evacuation site to destroy it in order to escape. in order to make use of the carrion device, spencer
needs to be on the surface and away from the biomechs. in addition, the bionic commando needs

to evade the bioreign operatives, have the bomb near the base to explode and do it fast enough. in
both versions, spencer must use the bionic arm and have sufficient health to survive as well as

collect a key that leads him to another area where he can access the carrion device. bionic
commando's environment is noticeably darker and more detailed than its predecessor. the maps

are larger, features such as vegetation, water and debris are much more apparent, and the
environment is much more seamless. in comparison to the nes game, the drawing, mapping and

texturing of the game has vastly improved. it has also added an online component that allows
players to play a cooperative campaign against other players. the online mode is a unique

experience to the game as the players navigate the same locale while another player plays as the
enemy agent. the multiplayer mini-game was praised for allowing the player to "destroys" the
other player. although, most players seem to be on the fence when it comes to the mini-game,

citing that players are either loving it or hating it. it also helped to solidify the appeal of the game,
and helped with the low sales it initially received.
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